
Password Protection
Why Passwords?
We use computer systems for almost every part of our lives, such as 
social networking and online banking. Can you think of any other 
everyday things that people use computers for? Try to think of at 
least three examples and write them down here:

Put a tick next to any of your examples above which you think might need you to use a password.

Strong Passwords
Passwords are said to be weak or strong.

In your own words, explain what we mean by a strong password: 
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• mickeymouse

• iab56yes_Sir

• lucy_jones

• letmein

• K5~m@}pKMH~g5Q’‘

• 123123123

• united-forever

• S42CJwJMbph7UHa2

Look at these passwords below. Which ones are weak, which are strong? Put a tick next to any of the 
following passwords which you think are strong:

Creating a Strong Password
Imagine that your grandmother has recently bought herself a new 
laptop. She wants to contact her friends using social media but she 
needs to think of a suitable and strong password for her account. 
This is the password that she has come up with:

granny-password123

Your grandmother does not understand why granny-password123 
is a weak password, and she needs your help in thinking of a 
better password. To help her, write down some Do’s and Don’ts to 
help her create a new strong password:

Do’s 

 

 

 

Don’ts 
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IT Helpdesk Support
Imagine that you work for the Customer Support Team of a social network website called Clix-n-Pix, 
and you receive the following email from an unhappy customer:

Hi, I am very cross. I have an account with Clix-n-Pix and I like to 
message my friends and send them photos and stuff. Today I tried to 
login but the screen said that I had to change my password! Why did 
it say this? I was happy with my old password (which is tom321, 
and I share this password with my pals) – what is wrong with my old 
password and why should I have to change it again?

From: AngryTom

How would you respond to this email? Write your reply below:
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